
Academic History Work Team Agenda 
Tuesday, January 27, 2015 

2:00 – 3:00 PM 
 

Audio info: 1-800-893-8850, PIN 6384637 
 
Attendees: Lindsey, Matt, Mae, Libby, Amber, Brandon 
 
Note taker: 
1/27/15 UAA 
2/10/15 UAF 
2/24/15 UAS 
 

1. SHR9STD (Dean’s/Chancellor’s designations) – Posted DL to a student’s record (201403) even though 
she had an outstanding grade (Mae) Lindsey to contact Jane to determine which Banner form or 
process determines the DL/CL designations. Appears we need to examine the logic. The process 
should look for more than just 12 completed credits with letters grades – also needs to look for IP 
courses or DF/I grades, as those should prevent a student from receiving DL/CL designation per our 
academic standing policies. 
 
Lindsey will review documentation for information about 00 standing.  
 

2. Change font for SALN transcript type (Mae) Fonts that appear on printed transcripts differ from 
electronic transcripts. Lindsey to contact Jane to find out how a campus can request the printed font be 
changed.  
 

3. Holding transcripts for grades (Libby). Discussion over the list serv has already taken place. Follow up 
questions? 
It is possible to enable an option via Parchment to hold orders for grades/degrees, but UAF is aware 
that UAA/UAS are not interested.  

 
4. SHR9GPA – H campus (Mae) When UAS runs this process for the H campus, the process appears to 

be updating records for far more students than it should. Why is that? Lindsey to contact Jane. 
 

UAF reported that they have to run SHRROLL & SHR9GPA processes multiple times each day. Apparently 
nightly processes are not in place for them. Lindsey communicated with Russell about this a lot last year or the 
year before. She will try to locate the email string and share with Brandon/Libby so they can look into this 
further.  
 
More SSO updates to come this Thursday during BST.  
 
Pending Business 

1. Checking relationship flag on ENTERGRADES in SOAFACS so that all instructors of record may enter 
grades - Once FGE entry goes live, we’ll discuss how to capture the instructor that entered grades with 
Jane and work with her team to test any necessary mods. [Mae checking with Jan?]  

 
We will move this item into “tabled business” for now. 
 

2. TR 184 – Nightly grade roll. UAA, UAS and UAF have all confirmed this process is not working in 
PROD (all withdrawal codes with the exception of WW). Matt is researching. 

 
No updates yet. Still with Matt. 


